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ABSTRACT

Speech recognition error and complicated dialogues are the major obstacles to making spoken
dialog systems widely used in our daily lives. In this paper, we proposed an error-tolerant and
goal-oriented approach to make spoken dialog systems robust to recognition error and scalable to
handle diverse applications.

1. INTRODUCTION

Misunderstanding user's utterance and inaptitude response to user's request are two major issues
that make a spoken dialogue system not widely used in our daily lives. In real applications, users'
utterances are usually disfluent, noisy and ungrammatical. These characteristics seriously degrade
the accuracy of speech recognizer. Therefore, the language analysis component in a dialogue
system should be robust to understand erroneous output of speech recognizer. On the other hand,
to satisfy increasing requests from users, the interactions between man and machine tend to be
more and more complicated. Thus, the design of dialogue management should consider
maintainability and scalability.
The keyword/keyphrase spotting has been widely adopted in language understanding because of
its capability of handling the erroneous and ungrammatical sentence hypotheses generated by the
speech recognizer. If the most probable hypothesis mixes with speech recognition errors, the
extracted keywords/keyphrases may be wrong and the system will misunderstand the user's
intention. In this paper, we proposed an error-tolerant language understanding model to improve
the robustness of dialogue systems by detecting and recovering the errors arising from speech
recognition. The basic idea is using example sentences to provide the clues for detecting and
recovering errors. In this approach, the word graph provided by speech recognizer is first parsed to
a hypothetical concept graph, and then this concept graph is compared with the exemplary concept
graph that is parsed from example sentences. If no paths in both graphs are the same, the
hypothetical concept graph is judged to be erroneous and a recovering procedure is then triggered
to recover the errors. The recovering procedure is guided by an integrated scoring function that
makes use of both acoustic and linguistic knowledge. According to this scoring function, the most
probable concept sequence in the hypothetical concept graph is found and this concept sequence is
recovered if there are errors detected.
On the other hand, the table-driven approach has demonstrated its superiority on designing
portable and maintainable dialogue manager.  However, this approach is hard to scale up to
manage a complex, multi-goal task. This is because the table would become too large to



understand and maintain for keeping all of the knowledge about handling a complex, multi-goal
dialogue. In this paper, a goal-oriented design is also proposed to enhance the scalability of table-
driven approach. In our design, the dialogue strategy is modeled by a set of tables. Each table in
the set handles a simple sub-goal and the tables are organized hierarchically according to a
predefined flow to achieve a particular goal. In this approach, the size of each table is moderate
and the goal-oriented tables can build up a dialogue strategy to handle a complicated task in more
clear way.

2. ERROR-TOLERANT LANGUAGE UNDERSTANDING

The proposed error-tolerant language understanding model consists of two modules. The first
module is a concept parser whose responsibility is to parse the input word graph into a concept
graph according to a predefined concept grammar. The grammar is specified by context-free rules
and each non-terminal in the grammar represents a concept. The second module is a concept
checker. Based on the concept sequences in the exemplary concept graph, this module is
responsible for choosing the most probable concept sequence hypothesis, detecting the errors in
the selected hypothesis, and fixing the detected errors. These operations are guided by a
probabilistic scoring function that makes use of both acoustic and linguistic knowledge.
In general, the task of understanding user’s utterance can be formulated as follows.
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where U is the user utterance, W is one possible word sequence, F is one possible concept parse
forest of W, C is the concept sequence of F, K is one exemplary concept sequence and E denotes
one edit operation sequence which edits C to K. Edit operations include insertion, deletion,
substitute and acceptance. �W , �F , �C , �K  and �E  are the most possible word sequence, concept
parse forest, hypothetical concept sequence, exemplary concept sequence and edit operation
sequence, respectively. The probability term in the above equation is approximated as:
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where T is a concept parse in F, A → α  is one of the context-free rules that assemble T, m is the
number of concepts in K, ki  is the i-th concept n is the number of edit operations in E and ei  is
the i-th edit operation. Therefore, we define the following scoring function to select the most
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where SA is the acoustic score provided by the speech recognizer and w w w w1 2 3 4, , ,  are positive
weighting factors.

3. GOAL-ORIENTED DESIGN OF DIALOGUE MANAGEMENT

Aiming at enhancing the scalability of the table-driven dialogue management approach, a goal-
oriented design is proposed here. The basic idea is using he divide-and-conquer tactic. In general,
the dialogue process between man and machine is a goal-satisfaction process. The user interacts



with the machine with a goal in mind and the machine tries to satisfy it. During the interaction, it
is natural for both sides to decompose a complex goal into several simple sub-goals so that each of
them can be more easily satisfied by sub-dialogue. For example, to satisfy the goal of booking
train tickets, the system has to get the user’s itinerary (sub-goal) about the departure and
destination cities, date and time first. Then, depending on the itinerary, the proper scheduled train
run will be found by checking train timetable. Moreover, the seat needs to be arranged (sub-goal)
according to the user’s preference about window-seat or aisle-seat. After getting sufficient
information to book the ticket, the system has to confirm (sub-goal) with the user whether he/she
booked the right ticket.

Since the table-driven approach is good at handing simple single-goal task, we propose to manage
the dialogue flow with a set of task description tables, TDT in brief [1]. Each TDT in the set
handles a simple goal and the TDTs are organized hierarchically according to a predefined flow to
achieve some complex goals. The set of TDTs is named hierarchical task description table set
(HTDTS). Figure 1 is a simplified example of HTDTS. In this example, the TDT of the goal
“book_train_ticket” is linked to the TDTs of the sub-goals “get_itinerary”, “arrange_seat” and
“confirm”. The action of traveling from a TDT to another likes the behavior of opening a sub-
dialogue to satisfy a sub-goal. Furthermore, figure 2 also clearly shows that TDTs can be shared
under the HTDTS paradigm. This is due to the fact that some sub-goals of different goals are the
same. This data sharing property makes TDTs become reusable objects and, consequently, greatly
relieve the efforts of scaling-up an old application or developing a new one.

4. TESTING ON SPOKEN DIALOGUE SYSTEM

To evaluate the performance of error-tolerant language understanding (named ET model), we
choose the concept-bigram model [2] (named CB model) as baseline model because ET model
acts like CB model if the speech recognition errors are ignored. Both CB model and ET model are
embedded into the same Mandarin spoken dialogue system providing the weather forecast of cities
in Taiwan. In our experiment, 478 training sentences are parsed to 110 different exemplary
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Figure 1: A simplified example of hierarchical task description table set (HTDTS).



concept sequences and 134 ill-formed utterances are for testing. The results show that the
proposed error-tolerant approach can significantly improve the precision rate by 40.3% and recall
rate by 25.4% of semantic slot. Though the improvements are significant, the final recall rate is
not good enough and almost 30% of the semantic slots are not recalled. This is because not all the
speech recognition errors can be perfectly recovered although they are detected, such as the error
of wrong surface text but right concept.
On the other hand, to experience the scalability of goal-oriented dialogue management, the
approach has been used to improve the dialogue manager of dialogue system mentioned above by
using a single TDT. Currently, the dialogue manager is driven by a HTDTS that contains 9 TDTs
and can handle more sophisticated interactions. In this HTDT, there are totally 43 dialogue states
and the size of one table is about 5 dialogue states in average. Comparing to a table with size of 43
dialogue states, HTDTS design method is easier enough to revise and maintain. The successful
experience of improving our dialogue makes us believe that the proposed goal-oriented table-
driven design has potential to build up large dialogue system.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed an error-tolerant language understanding model to improve the
robustness of dialogue systems and a goal-oriented design to enhance the scalability of table-
driven dialogue manager. The error-tolerant model uses an integrated scoring function to detect
and recover the speech recognition errors. Though significant improvements in analyzing semantic
slots, the final recall rate is not good enough for about 30% of the semantic slots are not recalled.
For further enhancement, feedback channel from the language understanding component to speech
recognizer needs built. Therefore, the recognizer can precisely recognize a segment of user’s
utterance under the constraints provided by the language understanding component. In addition,
the goal-oriented design decomposes a complex dialogue and models sub-dialogues separately
with table-driven method. The set of tables are organized hierarchically according to a predefined
flow to complete a particular task. The proposed approach with divide-and-conquer tactic and
table sharing property making table reusable can scale-up an old application or developing a new
one efficiently. The maintainability and scalability of dialogue management makes complicated
interactions between man and machine easier to design.
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